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Introduction

Embedding, in the general sense, is taking one application and placing it in

another. We use embedding every day when we watch a YouTube video

embedded in Twitter or a news site. With Sigma, you can take your workbooks

and securely embed them in an application.

Embedding can be internal (within your organization) or external (customer or

partner-facing). We’ll explore both but focus on external embedding, which

companies use to deliver analytics for B2B and B2C use cases.

The goal of this white paper is to educate you on all the different facets when

building and deploying a customer-facing analytics solution embedded in your

website.
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Analytics for Your Customers
Your customers and partners are hungry for data. If you’re a B2C retailer, your customers want
to see their buying history and patterns. B2B customers expect similar transparency these
days. All of their data should be available to them, and it should be self-service. There are
many benefits to offering analytics to your customers:

● Higher customer satisfaction

● Monetizing your data

● Creating new revenue streams

● Differentiating your business from your competitors

● Creating stickiness for your customers

The benefits are clear. But a lot of organizations aren’t offering analytic portals to their
customers. Or, they have one, but it’s static and doesn’t offer much interaction or depth.

Embedding means you can meet your customer where they work. If your customer spends a
lot of time in your application, they won’t have to leave to get the answers they want. On the
contrary, they’ll spend even more time on your site. Let’s explore how this is done.
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What to Look for
A lot of BI tools have embedding capabilities. If you’re looking to embed a dashboard in your
application, it can be overwhelming to determine the best approach. When looking at Sigma
customers and why they chose Sigma for embedding, a few common themes emerge:

1. Embedded spreadsheet interface
Business users and analysts are used to exploring and analyzing data in spreadsheets.
So an embedding solution should be able to embed an intuitive, spreadsheet-like
interface or data table, powered by live data without scale limitations for deep data
analysis to the lowest level of detail. The interface should offer spreadsheet-like
formulas, functions, calculations, and pivot table functionality, allowing all viewers to
easily use it for analytics.

2. Ability to go beyond the dashboard to the lowest level of detail
Embedded dashboards are great, but they usually generate second or third-level
questions. An embedded solution should allow viewers to click into a dashboard to get
to the underlying data to answer these additional questions. There should be options
for both drill-anywhere or fixed drill paths for a guided experience. Lastly, the viewer
should explore the data at the row level in a spreadsheet-like interface mentioned
above.

3. Quick time to value
When there’s a new requirement, such as a new chart or an entirely new dashboard, you
want it to go from an idea to being in the hands of your customers as quickly as
possible. If you have to write code or do a lot of behind-the-scenes data modeling for
every new request, this will slow you down and ultimately reduce the effectiveness of
your embedding solution. An embedding solution should offer quick, no-code modeling
with no proprietary programming languages required.

4. Live query of data
When a customer views data in the embedded application, they expect it to be up to
date and to reflect a single source of truth. This is particularly important for operational
analytics that needs to be near real-time. To achieve this, you want your embedded
solution to live query your data. This means every time your customer sees a chart or a
table, a query is sent to get the latest data.
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5. Scale
Ideally, your customers should always query a full version of the finest grain data. This
means transaction-level data with all-time history. If you aggregate the data or only use
data from the last 90 days, you limit your end users’ ability to ask ad-hoc questions. For
example, if they want to drill down to the SKU or purchase order level but the data has
been aggregated to the store level, it’s simply not possible to ask that next question.
Your embedded solution should be able to return queries against up to hundreds of
billions of rows of data in a performant manner.

6. Performance
Your customers should have a snappy experience. When they drill down on a chart or
apply a filter, how quickly do the results come back? BI performance has long been a
challenge, requiring proprietary in-memory, on-premise solutions. These work, but
they’re costly and complex.

Fortunately, there’s a better, easier, and faster way today — the cloud data warehouse
(CDW). You want to ensure your BI tool is built for the CDW, not just bolted on, and
pushes queries to the CDW for fast execution. Many BI tools can live query a CDW, like
Snowflake, but most are not built to take full advantage of them.

7. Security
A customer using your embedded solution should see only their data, never data from
another customer. In a typical scenario, you develop a handful of dashboards with KPIs
you know every customer wants to see. You want a single set of these dashboards so
that building and maintaining them is practical. At the same time, when a customer
opens one of these dashboards, they should only see only their data.

This is achieved through row-level security (RLS). RLS in BI tools works by keying on the
user. But, in embedded scenarios, the user is usually authenticated against the
application only (through a secret key) and not the BI tool. Thus, the embedding
solution needs an elegant way to secure data row by row even though the user isn’t
authenticated against the BI tool that’s doing the security. As we’ll see below, the best
way to achieve this is through single-use URLs.

8. Authentication
End users will log in to the customer portal using some kind of authentication
mechanism (often a proprietary scheme written by the application developers). When a
user opens an embedded dashboard, the BI tool needs to know what data that
particular user should see. This is known as authorization — what the user is authorized
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to see. But, who is the user? This is what authentication does — it determines the who.

In “private embedding,” the user is authenticated against the BI tool, usually through
single-sign-on (SSO) using SAML. This method is often used for internal embedding use
cases where SAML is already widely used.

Customer portals are different. The end users are customers that aren’t usually
maintained in something like Active Directory. Thus, an embedded solution shouldn’t
need to authenticate at all. Instead, it’ll rely on a signed embedding scheme, which is
set up through a trusted, secret key.

To summarize, when looking at a BI tool for embedding, ensure that it doesn’t require
explicit authentication such as through SAML.

9. Cloud
The BI tool should be 100% cloud native. This means it’s hosted, fully-managed
Software-As-A-Service (SaaS), there’s no “thick client” or downloadable version or
hardware to procure, and all of the BI tool functionality is available. The latter is an
important consideration. Many BI tools run in the cloud but are not built for the cloud.
This often manifests itself in a few different ways:

a. The embedded solution won’t scale. It should be elastic so as your concurrency
increases, end users still have a fast experience.

b. The BI tool doesn’t feel like a modern, cloud tool.

c. Not all of the BI functionality is available in the cloud version.

d. The BI vendor’s engineering resources are split maintaining multiple product
versions, but you only care about the cloud version.

10. Interactivity & Customization
End users should be able to interact with the data. They should be able to drill down,
filter, sort, and explore the data further. Filters should be available via drop-down
menus, input parameters, or visual filtering via a single click on a chart element.

Scale and performance, mentioned above, play a key part in interactivity. To drill down,
data needs to be at full scale (fine-grained), not summarized. For the experience to feel
interactive, queries need to run quickly.
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The BI tool also needs to be built with a query execution model that allows further
exploration of the data. When you drill down and filter, this changes the query. A
sophisticated query generation engine built into the BI tool ensures that all types of
exploration of the data are possible.

Lastly, the embedded solution needs to offer highly customizable dashboards so data is
presented to viewers in the manner in which you desire.  This means providing pre-built
or custom themes and layouts and a wide range of chart types, data tables, colors, and
fonts.

To summarize, an intuitive interface, scale, performance, and ad-hoc analysis all go hand in
hand. You want data access to be fast. You want ad-hoc capabilities facilitated by a
spreadsheet-like interface for easy analysis of row-level data. You want it to be up to date and
accurate. You need it to be secure. And you want a turnkey solution that is hosted and runs
natively in the cloud. Your embedded solution should include all of these qualities.
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Build vs. Buy
Whether you should build an in-house analytics solution for your customers or you should buy
one is an age-old debate that’s been covered extensively online. It boils down to these
considerations:

● Time
As new requirements come in and your customer base grows, you need to quickly
deploy new functionality to stay competitive.

● Cost
Buying a BI tool eventually becomes less expensive than staffing a team of engineers to
build BI functionality.

● Maintenance
Your analytics portal is not static. The upkeep can become a big time sink. Everything
you build needs to be supported, patched, and maintained.

You may have built an in-house analytics solution for your customers but find it’s taking more
time to maintain as it grows. Or, perhaps you’re looking for a net-new solution. Either way, you
should continuously evaluate the amount of time and associated cost to maintain it.
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Types of Embedding and When to Use Each
Most of this white paper focuses on external (customer-facing) embedding, but you may have
other embedding use cases as well. Let’s explore these.

Internal vs. External Embedding

Internal-facing means your customers are internal employees. For example, at Sigma we use
embedded dashboards internally to track how our business is performing (pipeline, sales,
forecast) and how our customers are adopting and using our software. Many companies today
drive their businesses by metrics, and internal embedding is perfect for this.

External-facing is what we’ve been discussing — a portal or application that your customers
can use with data you provide them. Sigma uses external embedding for our Sigma Usage
Dashboards. These are available to Sigma administrators who want to monitor Sigma usage.
We provide the usage data from a CDW and then embed the dashboards inside our product.
Customers using these dashboards may not even realize they’re embedded. They only see
their data (via RLS) and it looks like the rest of the application.
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Public, Private, or Application

Next, we will explore the technology and security scheme used to do internal or external
embedding.

EMBED
METHOD

DESCRIPTION PRIMARY
AUDIENCE

VIEWER LOGGED
INTO BI TOOL

ROW LEVEL
SECURITY

Public Dashboard is available via public
URL to any viewer.

External

Private Similar to above, but the viewer
needs to be authenticated to the
BI tool such as through SAML.

Internal

Application Authentication via your external
app (e.g., portal) and row-level
security. End viewers see only
their data and do not have to log
into the BI tool.

External

Public embedding is used for external use cases where data is in the public domain or isn’t
specific to a company or individual. In this case, there’s no security to view an embedded
dashboard. It doesn’t matter who sees the data. An example would be a government agency
that wants to show a census dashboard. In Sigma, you can generate a public link for any
dashboard you’ve created. This link goes into an iFrame, and then you’re done — you have an
embedded dashboard that anyone can see.

Private embedding uses the BI tool to authenticate. This requires you to either create a local
account in the BI tool or use single-sign-on (SSO), such as with SAML. When you view a
dashboard that uses private embedding, you can see the dashboard only if you’re
authenticated against the BI tool. For this reason, SSO is almost always used when doing
private embedding.
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The idea here is when you log into the portal, you’re using SAML and making yourself known to
the identity provider (IDP). Later on, when using the portal, you go to a page with a privately
embedded dashboard. The BI tool will check to see if you’re authenticated. If the IDP says
“yes,” then the BI tool lets you in and you see the dashboard. Private embedding works great
for corporate intranet (internal) sites where SAML is widely deployed. It’s less ideal for external
use cases because those users often won’t be going through SAML.

Application embedding relies on a secret key generated by the BI tool. This is known as signed
embedding. You generate this key once and place it on your application server which sets up a
trust relationship. There’s some additional code on the application server to generate unique
URLs, which we’ll cover later in this white paper. These URLs handle the security aspect. This
scheme is secure as long as the secret key is kept secret. Application embedding is ideal for
external embedding because it’s secure and doesn’t require identifying the users ahead of
time.
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Sigma Application Embedding
Let’s assume you want to use application embedding externally. Sigma is an ideal solution for
this. Sigma is the first analytics and business intelligence solution built for the cloud data
warehouse. It uses a novel, but familiar, spreadsheet interface connected directly to your cloud
data warehouse for a live experience. It meets all of the requirements detailed above in “What
to Look for.” Specifically, with Sigma, you have the following capabilities:

1. Keep your application’s authentication. There’s no need to authenticate against Sigma.
This means you don’t have to create local users or deal with a new authentication
system. SAML isn’t required (although can be used via private embedding if desired). By
using the authentication you’ve already developed, it cuts down on implementation
time.

2. Row level security. You’ll be able to develop a single set of dashboards. When your
customers view a dashboard, they only see the data they’re supposed to see. This
makes maintenance simpler than developing separate views for each customer. It’s
important to note that RLS works even though the user isn’t explicitly authenticating
against Sigma.

3. Embed entire workbooks, pages, or individual visualizations like a single data table.

4. Customizable layouts and themes.

5. Interactive. End users can drill down, filter, and use charts as controls.

6. Responsive. View on mobile devices, tablets, and laptops. The embedded dashboard
will resize as needed.

7. Pass in filters via URL. This lets you apply default filters upon landing on a dashboard.
Your application can pass on context. For example, a user on your application is looking
at the “West” region. They click on a tab and it shows an embedded dashboard already
filtered on “West” because it was passed in through the URL.

8. JavaScript event listener. Sigma fires a JavaScript event whenever a filter is changed on
a dashboard. You can use this to pass context from one dashboard to another. This is
similar to the above example of passing in filters via URL, but in this case, the filters are
passed between one Sigma embedded dashboard to another (instead of from your
application to Sigma).
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A good example is a tabbed interface where each tab is an embedded dashboard. When
a user sets a date range filter (e.g. “last 30 days”) on one dashboard, you can pass that
date range to whichever tab is clicked next.
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How Embedding Works in Sigma
Each workbook, page. table, or visualization in Sigma has a unique embedding URL. You place
this URL in an iFrame in your web application. Users can then go to your embedded workbook
where they will see the latest data (since all queries are live against the CDW), drill down, and
filter. If you later want to change the workbook, say to add a visualization, you do so in Sigma.
Once you’re satisfied with the changes, you “publish,” and then your end-users will see the
latest changes.

To make this secure, you need to set up a trusted relationship between your application and
Sigma. You do this by generating a secret key in the Sigma administration page (see Figure 1)
and then installing this key on your application server. This enables the basics of application
embedding.

Figure 1: Generating the application embedding secret key

We also want to secure the data so each customer only sees only the data they’re supposed to
see. Let’s explore how RLS works with application embedding.

Let’s assume we have Customer A and Customer B who will be accessing one of your
embedded dashboards. In the iframe URL, you will add to the query string something like
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customerId=customerA. This is done programmatically by the application server code (you’ll
need to make a change in your code). Your application knows who’s logged in (e.g. Customer
A), so you add that to the URL. This gets passed to Sigma.

On the Sigma workbook, you create a parameter control and place it on a hidden page in the
workbook (see Figure 2). In this case, it’s customerId. This parameter gets passed to the
underlying dataset in Sigma so that it now knows to filter on rows that customer A should see.

Figure 2: Dashboard hidden control that passes RLS value to the formula

To enforce this, an RLS formula is created in Sigma (see Figure 3). It could be something as
simple as cust_name = customerId where cust_name is a column in your table and customerId
is the parameter with the value customer A. The dataset is configured in Sigma to filter where
this condition is always true. In the end, Customer A sees their rows and Customer B sees a
different set of rows, all using the same dashboard.
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Figure 3: RLS formula creation in Sigma

Here’s what a full embedded URL looks like:

https://app.sigmacomputing.com/embed/4YPD6CoEFxMdFsVegr5sve?:session_length=86400
&CustomerId=merchant2&:nonce=1596497918991&:allow_export=true&:time=1596497919
&:signature=55f91b031751fab44b69c20ec1ade85667f460d34519bc967571c936359bb97d

This is a real URL generated in our demo environment. If you try to use it, it won’t work. This
URL can only be used once. What’s more, if you try to modify it before it’s been used even once,
it still won’t work. For example, if you want to hack the URL and change merchant2 to
merchant1 (to see another customer’s data), it’ll return an error. This is why RLS works by
passing in the customer name in the URL in the example above. Even though the customer is
visible and can be changed, it doesn’t work.

The question you may be asking yourself is how this works. The key points are:

1. A trusted relationship has been established between Sigma and your application.

2. A “nonce” is generated by your application, which is a special code that can only be
used once. The reason Sigma recognizes the nonce is because of the established trust
relationship. It’s similar to how mobile apps like Google Authenticator work. They
generate single-use codes in a trusted way.

3. As mentioned above, the customer identifier (which can be anything and can even be
multiple fields) is added to the URL to pass through to the Sigma dashboard.

4. You get the unique ID (4YPD6CoEFxMdFsVegr5sve) from the Sigma dashboard.
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Once this scheme is set up, embedding additional dashboards and visualizations requires a
minimal number of steps. For a complete look at the setup, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Application embedding in Sigma, overview
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To illustrate, below is an example of a web page showing application embedding. On the top
right of the first image, you can see we’re logged in to our application as merchant2 (Figure 5).
The main part of the page shows a cohort analysis dashboard embedded as an iFrame
(highlighted with the dashed line for illustration purposes). The charts and KPIs are specific to
merchant2. If we logged in as merchant1, we’d see different results, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Embedded dashboard (indicated by the dashed yellow
line around the iFrame) for merchant2
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Figure 6: Embedded dashboard for merchant1
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Conclusion
In this white paper, we introduced multiple ways to embed visualizations, internally and
externally, and use different authentication mechanisms. Which method you choose depends
on how your environment is configured today and your security objectives. If you choose public
embedding, there’s no security. Private and application embedding both offer similar security,
including RLS.

When looking for an embedding solution, you want to ensure it offers multiple ways to embed
since one size won’t fit all. You may end up using private embedding for your internal portal
and application embedding for your customer-facing portal, for example. Make sure RLS is at
the forefront of your design. You’ll also want to ensure the dashboards and visualizations have
a live, rich, interactive experience and are not just static images. By following these guidelines,
you will be on your way to monetizing your data and increasing customer satisfaction.

If you’d like to try out Sigma and its embedded capabilities today, you can
sign up for a free trial. You can quickly connect it to your cloud data
warehouse, or use the Hands-On Lab guide and demo data we provide and
be on your way to prototyping your new embedding solution!
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